ABSTRACT A cell's ability to tolerate DNA damage is directly connected to the human development of diseases and cancer. To better understand the processes underlying mutagenesis, we studied the cell's reliance on the potentially error-prone translesion synthesis (TLS), and an error-free, template-switching pathway in Saccharomyces cerevisiae. The primary proteins mediating S. cerevisiae TLS are three DNA polymerases (Pols): Rev1, Pol z (Rev3/7), and Pol h (Rad30), all with human homologs. Rev1's noncatalytic role in recruiting other DNA polymerases is known to be important for TLS. However, the biological significance of Rev1's unusual conserved DNA polymerase activity, which inserts dC, is much less well understood. Here, we demonstrate that inactivating Rev1's DNA polymerase function sensitizes cells to both chronic and acute exposure to 4-nitroquinoline-1-oxide (4-NQO) but not to UV or cisplatin. Full Rev1-dependent resistance to 4-NQO, however, also requires the additional Rev1 functions. When error-free tolerance is disrupted through deletion of MMS2, Rev1's catalytic activity is more vital for 4-NQO resistance, possibly explaining why the biological significance of Rev1's catalytic activity has been elusive. In the presence or absence of Mms2-dependent error-free tolerance, the catalytic dead strain of Rev1 exhibits a lower 4-NQO-induced mutation frequency than wild type. Furthermore, Pol z, but not Pol h, also contributes to 4-NQO resistance. These results show that Rev1's catalytic activity is important in vivo when the cell has to cope with specific DNA lesions, such as N 2 -dG.
A S a means to ensure the complete transmission of genetic material to the daughter cells and avoid the negative consequences of DNA damage, two major classes of DNA damage tolerance have evolved: translesion synthesis (TLS) and an error-free, templateswitching pathway. Unlike DNA repair, the lesion remains in the genome during DNA damage tolerance. In TLS, specialized DNA polymerases (Pols) catalyze DNA synthesis across from DNA lesions, which may occur during S phase or later in the cell cycle. TLS Pols fill in persistent gaps left in the DNA after replicative Pols failed to insert across from DNA lesions (as reviewed in Waters et al. 2009 ). TLS polymerases are found in all domains of life (Ohmori et al. 2001) . S. cerevisiae has three TLS Pols: Rev1, DNA Pol z (Rev3/7), and DNA Pol h (Rad30). Rev1 and Pol h are members of the Y family of TLS Pols, whereas Pol z belongs to the B family, which includes Pols d and e, S. cerevisiae's replicative Pols (Ohmori et al. 2001) . TLS Pols sacrifice high fidelity and processivity relative to the replicative DNA Pols for the ability to act on suboptimal DNA templates McCulloch and Kunkel 2008) .
Rev1, Pol z, and Pol h are specialized to perform different molecular functions. For example, although all TLS polymerases promote a cell's resistance to DNA damage, Rev1 and Pol z are notable for their prominent roles in mutagenesis as characterized by the reversionless (unmutable) phenotypes caused by rev1/3/7 mutants in spontaneous and damage-induced mutagenesis assays (Lemontt 1971; Gibbs et al. 2000; Lawrence 2002 Lawrence , 2004 . Furthermore, unlike Rev1 and Pol h, Pol z is primarily thought to extend after catalytic insertion by another TLS polymerase or even itself, especially after incorporation that results in mismatches (Lawrence 2002 (Lawrence , 2004 Acharya et al. 2006; Zhong et al. 2006 ). Pol h is specialized to perform error-free bypass of UV cis-syn cyclobutane pyrimidine dimers ( Johnson et al. 1999) . In humans, loss of Pol h function leads to a variant form of the cancer-prone disease, xeroderma pigmentosum (XPV) (Masutani et al. 1999; Yamada et al. 2000; Lichon and Khachemoune 2007) .
The mechanism and capabilities of Rev1 as a DNA polymerase have been structurally and biochemically characterized. The crystal structure of Rev1's polymerase domain bound to an undamaged DNA template revealed a unique mechanism of protein-mediated selection of the incoming nucleotide, rather the DNA template dictating the incoming nucleotide by base pairing (Nair et al. 2005) . The incoming dCTP hydrogen bonds with Arg324 in S. cerevisiae Rev1, while the 1 template dG is flipped out to interact with another region of Rev1. Further work confirmed that Rev1's active site can accommodate a bulky adduct at the N 2 position of guanine (Nair et al. 2008) . This is consistent with multiple in vitro studies displaying efficient catalysis of dC insertion by Rev1 across from a variety of N 2 -dG lesions (Zhang et al. 2002; Washington et al. 2004; Choi and Guengerich 2008; Nair et al. 2008) . After insertion by Rev1, Pol z (Washington et al. 2004) or Pol k for human Rev1 (Zhang et al. 2002) can extend DNA synthesis past the N 2 -dG lesion. The insertion of dCMP across from N 2 -dG lesions by Rev1 is an error-free process, unlike insertion across from abasic sites.
The in vivo role for Rev1's catalytic function and specificity for insertion of dCMP remains ill-defined despite the conservation of the catalytic domain from yeast to humans. Rev1 was originally described as a deoxycytidyl transferase (Nelson et al. 1996) but was later reclassified as a DNA polymerase of limited function (Woodgate 1999 ) and a dG template-specific DNA polymerase (Haracska et al. 2002; Zhang et al. 2002) in in vitro studies. The in vivo phenotypes of cells that are specifically defective for Rev1's DNA polymerase activity are less striking than those of cells that completely lack Rev1. For example, Rev1's DNA polymerase activity is not required for resistance to cisplatin and UV damage in DT40 cells (Ross et al. 2005) and is dispensable for methyl methanesulfonate (MMS)-induced mutagenesis in S. cerevisiae (Haracska et al. 2001) . However, the catalytic activity of Rev1 was required for TLS and mutagenesis across from 1, N 6 -ethenoadenine (Zhou et al. 2010) . Other studies in S. cerevisiae provide evidence that the catalytic activity of Rev1 inserts dCMPs across from abasic sites (Gibbs and Lawrence 1995; Nelson et al. 2000; Otsuka et al. 2002a Otsuka et al. ,b, 2005 Auerbach et al. 2005; Gibbs et al. 2005) . This in vivo activity of Rev1 is consistent with in vitro studies showing insertion across from abasic sites (Nelson et al. 1996) . Additionally, Rev1's catalytic activity does contribute to immunoglobin diversification (Ross and Sale 2006) .
Although curious, the lack of strong evidence for Rev1's action as a DNA polymerase in contributing to cellular viability after DNA damage can be explained in part by Rev1's ''second function'' as originally termed by Nelson et al. (2000) . Since their initial observation that Rev1 is required for bypass of T-T (6-4) photoadducts, a situation in which dCMP is rarely inserted, many studies have elucidated Rev1's roles in TLS by addressing the importance of the other noncatalytic protein domains in Rev1, particularly the BRCT (BRCA1 C terminus), UBM2 (ubiquitin-binding motif ), and C-terminal domains. The analysis of the original loss-of-function mutation, rev1-1 (G193R), gave the first clue that the functionality of the N-terminal BRCT domain of Rev1 was significant for DNA damage resistance and mutagenesis in S. cerevisiae despite the protein maintaining 60% of the catalytic activity in vitro (Nelson et al. 2000) . The BRCT domain of Rev1 interacts with proliferating cell nuclear antigen (PCNA) (Guo et al. 2006a) and promotes the affinity of Rev1 for ssDNA (Masuda and Kamiya 2006) . Mutants in the UBM2 of Rev1 also display decreased survival and mutagenesis in response to DNA damage that is likely caused by a less efficient interaction with monoubiquitinated PCNA (Guo et al. 2006b; Wood et al. 2007; D'Souza et al. 2008; Bomar et al. 2010) . Additional studies found that the last $100 amino acids of Rev1 could interact with the other TLS polymerases in mammalian cells (Murakumo et al. 2001; Guo et al. 2003; Ohashi et al. 2004; Tissier et al. 2004 ) and in S. cerevisiae (Acharya et al. 2005 (Acharya et al. , 2006 D'Souza and Walker 2006; D'Souza et al. 2008; Kosarek et al. 2008) . Not surprisingly, truncations of, or point mutations in, the C terminus cause severe survival and mutagenesis defects after DNA damage (Larimer et al. 1989; Ross et al. 2005; Acharya et al. 2006; D'Souza et al. 2008; Kosarek et al. 2008) . Given that these domains bind other proteins and contribute to survival and mutagenesis for a spectrum of DNA damage, it has been proposed that Rev1 acts a scaffolding protein that promotes the recruitment of TLS polymerases to sites of DNA adducts and/or aids in the recognition of DNA lesions (Waters et al. 2009 ).
In addition to TLS, another tolerance mechanism is available when DNA polymerases encounter a DNA lesion, referred to as error-free tolerance. The description as error free originated from the observation that mutants of the genes involved in this pathway lead to an increase in mutagenesis (rather than a decrease, as for rev1/3/or 7 mutants) (Kunz et al. 2000) . Unlike the TLS branch of tolerance, error-free tolerance involves template switching for bypassing lesions. The mechanism of action and identities of the participating proteins are not fully understood, but a particular modification on PCNA is instrumental in the process. Whereas TLS is associated with the monoubiquitination of PCNA by Rad6/Rad18, the error-free tolerance branch relies on the Lys-63 linked polyubiquitination of PCNA (Andersen et al. 2008) . This polyubiquitination of PCNA is completed through the action of Rad5 and the Mms2/Ubc13 heterodimer. Despite the distinctions in how the tolerance pathways bypass a lesion, there is clear functional redundancy between TLS and errorfree tolerance as detectable through the synergistic relationship between Rev3 and Mms2 in response to DNA damage (Broomfield et al. 1998) .
The circumstances that require Rev1 catalytic activity have remained unclear. Here, we report that the DNA polymerase activity of Rev1 provides resistance to 4-nitroquinoline-1-oxide (4-NQO) but not to UV or cisplatin exposure. This resistance also requires the functionality of the BRCT, UBM2, and C-terminal domains of Rev1. The necessity of the DNA polymerase domain of Rev1 for tolerance of 4-NQO lesions and the endogenously occurring compound, methylglyoxal, is more striking in the absence of the error-free tolerance pathway (mms2D background). The catalytic dead mutant of Rev1 also displays a lower 4-NQO-induced mutation frequency independent of the error-free tolerance pathway. Additionally, Rev1 depends on Pol z to contribute to cellular viability after 4-NQO damage. Overall, these results provide evidence that Rev1 acts catalytically to bypass DNA lesions produced by 4-NQO or methylglyoxal exposure, agents that cause N 2 -dG adducts. In wild-type S. cerevisiae, however, this catalytic function is largely masked by the redundancy between TLS and the error-free DNA damage tolerance pathway.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Yeast strains: Table 1 displays a complete list of strains used in this study. A W1588-4C (MATa leu2-3,112 ade2-1 can1-100 his3-11,15 ura3-1 trp1-1 RAD5) (Zhao et al. 1998 ) derivative (also bar1DTLEU2 and rev1DTkanMX4) (Waters and Walker 2006; D'Souza et al. 2008 ) is the isogenic parent of all strains involving the integrated REV1 and mutated rev1 alleles. These integrations at the REV1 locus were tagged with a C-terminal--TEV-ProA-His 7 epitope tag (marked with HIS3) using pYM10 (Knop et al. 1999) , similar to that previously described (Waters and Walker 2006; D'Souza et al. 2008) . Vector DNA was removed by selecting for 5-fluoroorotic acid (5-FOA) resistant colonies (ura auxotrophs). Final strains were G418 S , 5-FOA R , and HIS3 and were sequenced to ensure that the intended REV1 genotype was integrated. S288C (MATa SUC2 gal2 mal mel flo1 flo8-1 hap1 ho bio1 bio6) (Liu et al. 1996) served as the parent for all plasmid (pRS416)-bearing strains. REV1 was deleted via a one-step replacement, amplifying the rev1TkanMX4 cassette from the deletion library and transforming the product into the S288C strain (Wach et al. 1994) . Additional deletions were made with a one-step replacement using PCR-generated cassettes containing hygMX4 (MMS2) or natMX4 (RAD30, REV3, REV7) with 59 and 39 homology to the gene of interest (Goldstein and McCusker 1999) . The BAR1 gene was disrupted by a one-step gene replacement using digested pZV77 (gift from S. Bell). All cassettes and plasmids were introduced through a standard lithium acetate protocol (Gietz et al. 1995) .
Plasmids: The construction of the pRS306-REV1 (for integration) and pRS416-REV1 plasmid were previously described (D'Souza et al. 2008) . The pRS306-REV1 plasmid and site-directed derivatives were digested at the SexAI site in the REV1 promoter and transformed into the W1588-4C bar1D rev1D strain. Integrated constructs were selected on synthetic complete medium lacking uracil plus 2% glucose (SC ÀUra) and verified by PCR. The integrated REV1 and mutant rev1 alleles were then tagged as described above.
Site-directed mutagenesis: The site-directed mutagenesis of pRS306-REV1 and pRS416-REV1 was performed following the QuikChange site-directed mutagenesis kit (Stratagene) protocol with the exceptions of a 2 min/kb extension time and 50°anneal-ing temperature. The mutations were all verified by sequencing. The resulting amino acid changes are summarized in Table 2 .
Oligonucleotides: The sequences of oligonucleotides used for strain construction are available upon request.
Survival assays: All cultures were inoculated with individual colonies. The calculated values for percentage of survival represent the results from at least three independent clones of each strain. The error bars represent one standard deviation of three or more independent cultures. The cultures were grown to saturation ($48 hr) while rotating at 30°in 5 ml SC ÀUra media for chronic exposure or in 25 ml SC ÀUra media for acute exposure in liquid. For chronic DNA damage, the cells were diluted as 10-fold serial dilutions to 10 À4 in sterile water. One hundred microliters of the appropriate dilution to achieve single colonies was plated in duplicate on SC ÀUra plates alone or SC ÀUra plates containing a concentration of drug as indicated. For acute exposure in liquid, the specified drug dose was added to 5-ml aliquots of saturated cells and allowed to rotate at 30°for 1 hr. Cells were washed in sterile water, diluted, and then plated on SC ÀUra plates.
Cells for the methylglyoxal experiments were plated on YEPD plates with and without methylgloxal. UV-treated cells were exposed to UV at 1 J/m 2 with a G15T8 UV lamp (General Electric) at 254 nm. Stock solutions of 4-NQO at 2 mg/ml (Sigma) in N, N-dimethylformamide, or freshly prepared cis-diammineplatinum (II) dichloride (Sigma) at 0.8 mg/ml in sterile water were added directly to the desired liquid media or agar media for plates at the appropriate concentration. Methylgloxal (Sigma) was added to agar media directly from the 40% solution as sold. When necessary, drug-containing plates were stored at 4°overnight (at most) before the day of the experiment. After plating, individual colonies were counted after 3 days of growth at 30°, with the exception of methylgloxal plates that were counted after 5 days due to the slow growth of some strains. Percentage of survival was calculated as the number of survivors after exposure to drug divided by the number of colony forming units without any drug exposure.
Mutagenesis assays: Generally, the procedure for mutagenesis assays was similar to that of survival assays and included a survival assay for use in calculating the frequency of canavanineresistant mutants. In addition to the survival plates with and without DNA damage exposure, 100 ml of saturated culture was plated in duplicate on SC ÀUra ÀArg supplemented with canavanine (30 mg/ml) (Sigma) plates for each culture. These cells were in the presence and absence of DNA damage in the plates or in liquid as noted in the figures. Colonies were counted after 5 days of growth at 30°. The mutation frequency was calculated as the average number of colonies on the canavanine SC ÀUra ÀArg plates divided by the calculated total number of survivors for the same dose of drug exposure. The mutation frequency was expressed as the number of canavanine-resistant colonies per one million survivors. The error bars represent one standard deviation of three or more independent cultures.
Preparation of cells for immunoblots: For cell cycle arrests, a similar procedure was followed as previously published (Waters and Walker 2006; D'Souza et al. 2008) . Briefly, cells were collected after 4 hr of arrest in a-factor or nocodazole at 30°. Logarithmically growing cells were harvested at an equivalent OD for each strain.
Immunoblots: To examine the level of protein expression from different rev1 alleles relative to the REV1 gene integrated into the chromosome, protein extracts were made using a trichloroacetic acid (TCA) procedure similar to that published (Knop et al. 1999) . Samples were run on a 7.5% SDS-PAGE gel (Lonza) and transferred to polyvinylidene difluoride membranes (PVDF, Immobilon-P; Millipore) using a Mini-PROTEAN II transfer apparatus (Bio-Rad). PVDF membranes were probed with rabbit peroxidase-antiperoxidase soluble complex (PAP, Sigma) for protein A-tagged proteins and anti-3-phosphoglycerate kinase (yeast), mouse IgG, monoclonal antibody (anti-PGK, Molecular Probes) with mouse secondary for the Pgk1 control.
RESULTS
The DNA polymerase function of S. cerevisiae Rev1 is important for the bypass of specific lesions in vivo: To gain insight into the circumstances under which Rev1 acts as a DNA polymerase in the cell, we took advantage of an allele of REV1 that encodes a catalytically inactive protein (Haracska et al. 2001) . This mutant substitutes alanine for Asp467 and Glu468, which are the acidic This study
All strains are derivatives of W1588-4C (MATa leu2-3,112 ade2-1 can1-100 his3-11,15 ura3-1 trp1-1 RAD5) (Zhao et al. 1998) or S288C (MATa SUC2 gal2 mal mel flo1 flo8-1 hap1 ho bio1 bio6 ) (Liu et al. 1996) as indicated.
residues that coordinate the two metal ions required for Rev1 catalysis. We refer to this allele and protein product as ''catalytic dead.'' To facilitate analyses of protein levels, we employed an epitope-tagged Rev1 that previous studies had shown retains wild-type function for DNA damage resistance and mutagenesis (Waters and Walker 2006) . The wild-type REV1 (tagged allele at the native locus), catalytic dead rev1 (tagged allele at the native locus), and rev1D strains were exposed to DNA damaging agents in the agar growth medium, and the percentage of survival was calculated for each strain at several doses. Because of Rev1's ability to insert dC, we were particularly interested in agents that cause N 2 -dG adducts. We chose 4-NQO as a representative chemical that, unlike UV or MMS, primarily causes N 2 -dG lesions (Friedberg et al. 2005) .
We found that the catalytic dead rev1 mutant is modestly sensitive to 4-NQO in a dose-dependent manner. In contrast, the catalytic dead rev1 strain shows no increased sensitivity to UV damage ( Figure 1, A and B) . UV light introduces lesions such as cyclobutane pyrimidine dimers and T-T (6-4) photoadducts (Friedberg et al. 2005) that Rev1 cannot bypass in vitro (Zhang et al. 2002) . The catalytic dead rev1 strain, however, is not as sensitive to killing by 4-NQO as the rev1D strain, indicating that the other noncatalytic functions of Rev1 contribute to 4-NQO resistance independent of its DNA polymerase activity. These data demonstrate that DNA damage tolerance after exposure to 4-NQO is enhanced by the DNA polymerase function of Rev1 and suggests that the DNA polymerase function could be important for tolerating damage from other agents that cause N 2 -dG lesions. The assay for UV sensitivity exposes cells to the DNA damaging agent for a set amount of time. In contrast, the 4-NQO survival assays involved chronic exposure to DNA damage during growth. To ensure that the decreased resistance that we observed for the catalytic dead rev1 mutant was not due to the chronic exposure conditions, we acutely damaged the chromosomally integrated strains with a range of 4-NQO doses for 1 hr in liquid culture before plating. The results confirmed that the catalytic dead rev1 strain loses viability as a consequence of the DNA lesion type and not the conditions under which the damage was received ( Figure 1C) .
In addition, we tested whether the 4-NQO sensitivity caused by the catalytic dead version of Rev1 is also observed when a rev1D strain contains the wild-type REV1 or catalytic dead alleles on plasmids, since the levels of expression and regulation of plasmid copies of REV1 may differ from chromosomal copies. However, as in the case of the integrated allele, the rev1D strain carrying the catalytic dead rev1 mutant is more sensitive to 4-NQO treatment than the derivative carrying the wild-type REV1 gene but not as sensitive as the derivative carrying the empty vector ( Figure 1D ). In contrast, the killing curve for the catalytic dead rev1 strain was virtually the same as the REV1 strain after UV radiation ( Figure 1E ) and cisplatin exposure ( Figure 1F ). Cisplatin introduces lesions such as 1,2-intrastrand linkages between the N7 positions of adjacent guanines, interstrand crosslinks, and monoadducts into the DNA (Friedberg et al. 2005) . This decreased resistance of catalytic dead rev1 strains to 4-NQO and not to these other DNA damaging agents suggests that the DNA polymerase activity of Rev1 is employed in a lesion-specific manner in vivo.
Since we were able to detect the physiological importance of Rev1's DNA polymerase activity regardless of whether REV1 was in the chromosome or carried on a plasmid, we continued to use the plasmid-containing strains so that we could test the effects of various rev1 mutations much more rapidly by introducing them into the plasmid-borne REV1 than by constructing integrated mutant allele strains. Mutating additional amino acids in the catalytic domain of Rev1 mildly affects resistance to 4-NQO tolerance: To further explore the role that specific amino acids located in the conserved Y-family polymerase domain of Rev1 have in tolerance of 4-NQO lesions, two additional strains bearing the rev1-R324K and rev1-R324T alleles were evaluated in the 4-NQO survival assay. Arg324 of Rev1 forms hydrogen bonds with the incoming dCTP, thereby directing the insertion of dC by Rev1 (Nair et al. 2005) . Similar to the catalytic dead rev1 mutant, both the rev1-R324K and rev1-R324T strains have an increased sensitivity to 4-NQO relative to the REV1 strain (Figure 2A ). However, these mutations do not cause the same degree of sensitivity to 4-NQO exposure as the D467A, E468A alteration of the catalytic dead allele, which completely inactivates all DNA polymerase activity (Haracska et al. 2001) .
In addition to the residues mentioned above, two amino acids located in the catalytic domain of Rev1: Phe367 and Phe441, are conserved as an aromatic phenylalanine or tyrosine in most organisms that possess Rev1. A similarly positioned aromatic amino acid in the TLS Pol Dpo4 of Sulfolobus solfataricus (comparable by alignment to the Phe367 residue in Rev1) acts as a steric gate that excludes rNTPs from the active site (Delucia et al. 2003) . More notably, analogous residues in the TLS polymerase DinB (F13 and Y79 in Escherichia coli) are critical for E. coli DinB's TLS function and cellular resistance to 4-NQO damage (Jarosz et al. 2006 (Jarosz et al. , 2009 . Given their importance for DinB catalysis, we measured cellular viability after 4-NQO exposure for strains carrying the rev1-F367L or rev1-F441L alleles. However, unlike DinB, these residues do not significantly affect Rev1 function in vivo after 4-NQO damage ( Figure 2B) .
The noncatalytic functions of Rev1 also contribute to 4-NQO tolerance: The sensitivity of the catalytic dead rev1 strain is not as severe as when the REV1 gene is entirely missing (Figure 1 , A, C, and D), indicating that Rev1 promotes 4-NQO resistance in the absence of its DNA polymerase activity. To investigate the role of the other Rev1 domains, we compared the survival of rev1 mutant strains with mutations in the BRCT domain, UBM2 domain, and C terminus after exposure to 4-NQO and UV irradiation. Consistent with published data (Guo et al. 2006b ), when rev1 alleles with mutations in the BRCT or UBM2 domains are integrated at the endogenous locus, the cellular resistance to chronic and acute exposure to 4-NQO decreases relative to a REV1 strain (Figures 3, A and B) . Unlike the mutations affecting catalysis, these mutations did reduce resistance to UV ( Figure 3C ). The same trends for survival after 4-NQO exposure are observed for the BRCT and UBM2 rev1 mutants that we tested in plasmid strains, except that the relative magnitude of the sensitization to killing varies ( Figure 3D ). The function of the TLS polymerase interaction region located in Rev1's C terminus appears to be the most critical for 4-NQO resistance ( Figure 3D ). The phenotypes of the catalytic domain, BRCT, UBM2, and C-terminal mutant strains are not due to changes in the level of protein expression; the protein levels during log phase or G1 and G2/M arrests did not significantly differ for the mutant forms of Rev1 compared to the wild-type protein ( Figure 4 , A and B) (Guo et al. 2006b; Wood et al. 2007; D'Souza et al. 2008) . Therefore, even though the DNA polymerase function of Rev1 contributes to 4-NQO resistance, the noncatalytic functions provided (D) The C terminus rev1 mutant is more sensitive to chronic 4-NQO exposure than the BRCT and UBM2 rev1 mutants on plasmids. Strains for B-D are YMEW7 (rev1D pRS416 ), YMEW8 (rev1D pRS416-REV1), YMEW9 (rev1D pRS416-rev1-catalytic dead), YMEW10 (rev1D pRS416-rev1-BRCT), YMEW11 (rev1D pRS416-rev1-UBM2), and YMEW12 (rev1D pRS416-rev1-C-terminus). The error bars represent one standard deviation of three or more independent cultures. by the protein interaction domains of Rev1 are also required for full 4-NQO resistance and are especially important for bypass of non-N 2 -dG lesions. The BRCT and UBM2 domains assist Rev1 in gaining access to the DNA lesion through their interactions with monoubiquitinated PCNA or DNA, whereas the C terminus likely contributes by recruiting Pol z (Waters et al. 2009 ).
The DNA polymerase action of Rev1 is even more critical in the absence of error-free DNA damage tolerance but not nucleotide excision repair: Since the sensitivity of the catalytic dead rev1 strain is modest at some doses of 4-NQO, we hypothesized that another repair or tolerance pathway might be masking the loss of catalytic insertion by Rev1. To investigate what pathway might be involved, we measured the survival after DNA damage in cells with deletions in genes involved in nucleotide excision repair (NER) (RAD14) or error-free tolerance (MMS2) in combination with the rev1 deletion. NER accurately repairs the bulky N 2 -dG adducts created by 4-NQO, and error-free tolerance serves as another means to tolerate such lesions.
Deleting both RAD14 and REV1 has an additive effect on survival after 4-NQO damage ( Figure 5A ), indicating that NER and Rev1-mediated TLS act independently with respect to 4-NQO resistance. In the rev1Drad14D background, the killing curve for the strain carrying the catalytic dead rev1 is very close to the killing curve of the strain bearing the REV1 gene ( Figure 5A ). In contrast, in cells deleted for both REV1 and MMS2, there is a striking increase in the sensitivity to killing by 4-NQO relative to cells only missing the REV1 or MMS2 gene alone ( Figure 5B ). This synergistic relationship indicates that the two tolerance pathways are not only independent but are functionally redundant to some extent. Unlike in the rad14D background, the strain carrying the catalytic dead rev1 allele shows a substantial sensitivity to 4-NQO relative to the REV1 strain in cells deficient in MMS2-dependent, error-free tolerance (Figure 5B) . Furthermore, the susceptibility of the catalytic dead rev1 strain to killing by 4-NQO damage is much more striking in the mms2D background than in the MMS2 background ( Figure 5B vs. Figure 1D ). Therefore, the Mms2-dependent error-free tolerance pathway seems to significantly compensate for the loss of Rev1's DNA polymerase activity in vivo to tolerate lesions produced after 4-NQO damage. It is worth noting that the catalytic activity seems to play a greater role under conditions of chronic exposure to 4-NQO ( Figure 5B ) than acute in the mms2D background, on the basis of data presented later.
The DNA polymerase activity of Rev1 aids in bypass of DNA lesions produced by a naturally occurring compound, methylgloxal: The data presented so far demonstrate a role for the DNA polymerase function of Rev1 in surviving exposure to a representative exogenous DNA damaging agent, 4-NQO, which causes a substantial fraction of N 2 -dG adducts. Considering the apparently absolute conservation of the specific residues in the polymerase domain of Rev1 (such as Arg324 and the metal-binding Asp467 and Glu468), it seems likely that there may be naturally occurring DNA lesions The deletion of rad14 does not increase the divergence of the catalytic dead rev1 strain's 4-NQO killing curve from the REV1 strain's curve. Strains are YMEW7 (rev1D pRS416), YMEW8 (rev1D pRS416-REV1), YMEW20 (rev1Drad14D pRS416), YMEW21 (rev1Drad14D pRS416-REV1), and YMEW22 (rev1Drad14D pRS416-rev1-catalytic dead). (B) The catalytic dead rev1 strain is significantly more sensitive to 4-NQO in the mms2D background. Strains are YMEW7 (rev1D pRS416), YMEW8 (rev1D pRS416-REV1), YMEW17 (rev1Dmms2D pRS416), YMEW18 (rev1Dmms2D pRS416-REV1), and YMEW19 (rev1Dmms2D pRS416-rev1-catalytic dead). The error bars represent one standard deviation of three or more independent cultures. caused by endogenous agents that similarly require Rev1's polymerase activity for bypass. An example of such an endogenous agent produced by normal metabolism is methylglyoxal, a reduced form of pyruvic acid that can react with DNA to produce N 2 -(1-carboxyethyl)-29-deoxyguanosine (N 2 -CEdG) as the major lesion (Frischmann et al. 2005; Yuan et al. 2008) , which is also detectable in human samples (Schneider et al. 2004; Li et al. 2006) . We assessed the percentage of survival of our strains in the presence of chronic exposure to methylglyoxal, choosing the rev1Dmms2D strain background for our experiments to maximize any observable phenotypes for the catalytic dead rev1 mutant. The catalytic dead rev1 strain is sensitive to methylglyoxal exposure relative to the wild-type REV1 strain, indicating that Rev1 likely inserts across from the lesions that develop when methylgloxal naturally reacts with DNA ( Figure   6 ). As seen with the 4-NQO survival assays, the greatest dose-dependent decrease in survival is observed when the cell is devoid of any Rev1 protein.
The DNA polymerase activity of Rev1 is partially required for 4-NQO-induced mutagenesis: Given the propensity of Rev1 to insert dCs across from dGs in vitro (Nelson et al. 1996; Haracska et al. 2002) , Rev1 potentially inserting dCs across from N 2 -dG lesions produced by 4-NQO in vivo should not be a major source of the mutations induced by 4-NQO. If this were true, disruption of the DNA polymerase domain of Rev1 could possibly prevent Rev1's relatively error-free bypass with the consequence that other TLS polymerases might insert across from the N 2 -dG adducts in a more mutagenic manner. To determine the level of 4-NQOinduced mutagenesis caused by Rev1 function, we used the CAN1 forward mutation assay in which cells become resistant to canavanine when a loss-of-function mutation occurs in the CAN1 gene. To do so, we employed a different strain background (S288C) since the strain background used in the above experiments (W1588) includes the can1-100 allele. Interestingly, loss of Rev1 catalytic function decreases, rather than increases, the mutation frequency compared to the REV1 strain (Figure 7A) . Nevertheless, the strain carrying the catalytic dead rev1 allele exhibits greater mutagenesis than the strain without any Rev1. These results contrast from the observations that loss of Rev1 polymerase activity does not affect UV-induced ( Figure 7B ) or MMS-induced mutagenesis (Haracska et al. 2001) . Thus a subset of mutations induced by 4-NQO require Rev1's polymerase activity, despite the fact that Rev1 potentially inserting dCs across from 4-NQO-induced N 2 -dG lesions would be expected to be nonmutagenic.
We also assayed the effect of the other catalytic domain mutants on 4-NQO-induced mutagenesis. Both Arg324 mutants would perturb the hydrogen bonding Figure 6 .-Rev1's catalytic activity helps tolerate exposure to an endogenously found compound. Cells were exposed to a chronic dose of methylglyoxal. Strains are YMEW17 (rev1Dmms2D pRS416), YMEW18 (rev1Dmms2D pRS416-REV1), and YMEW19 (rev1Dmms2D pRS416-rev1-catalytic dead). The error bars represent one standard deviation of three or more independent cultures. Strains are YMEW7 (rev1D pRS416 ), YMEW8 (rev1D pRS416-REV1), and YMEW9 (rev1D pRS416-rev1-catalytic dead ). (B) The mutation frequency of the catalytic dead rev1 strain does not differ from wild type for UV damage. The error bars represent one standard deviation of three or more independent cultures.
with the incoming dCTP and potentially cause Rev1 to have an altered activity (incorporating another nucleotide) or could result in a nonfunctional DNA polymerase activity. Both the rev1-R324K and rev1-R324T mutants modestly affect 4-NQO-induced mutagenesis but not to the same extent as the catalytic dead rev1 mutant ( Figure 8A ). The rev1-F367L and rev1-F441L mutants also have minor effects on 4-NQO-induced mutagenesis ( Figure 8B ). These results indicate that the Arg324, Phe367, and Phe441 residues of Rev1 do not greatly influence mutagenesis in vivo for this particular type of DNA damage, and, as with survival, these mutant proteins function somewhat differently from the catalytic dead protein.
We also measured the frequency of 4-NQO-induced canavanine resistant cells in the BRCT, UBM2, and the C terminus rev1 mutant strains. In contrast to the catalytic dead mutation, mutations in the BRCT, UBM2, or C terminus diminish the mutation frequency to levels very close to the empty vector strain (Figure 9 ). It is interesting that, although cells carrying any of these rev1 mutations survive 4-NQO exposure better than a strain lacking any Rev1, the mutagenesis phenotypes are equivalent to a rev1D strain ( Figure 3D vs. Figure 9) .
The 4-NQO-induced mutation frequency is also reduced in the absence of error-free tolerance when Rev1 is catalytically dead: The decreased mutation frequency after 4-NQO damage of the catalytic dead rev1 strain in the rev1D background might result from the cell compensating for loss of Rev1 polymerase activity by making a greater use of the error-free tolerance pathway. We measured the CAN1 mutation frequency in the rev1Dmms2D strain background after acute (liquid) 4-NQO exposure due to rev1Dmms2D strain's extreme sensitivity to DNA damage. Interestingly, inactivating Rev1's catalytic activity in an mms2D background reduces CAN1 mutagenesis at higher doses of 4-NQO ( Figure 10A ). This possibly indicates a 4-NQO dose-dependent use of TLS and Mms2-dependent error-free tolerance depending on the level of damage or types of lesions. Since increased use of Mms2-dependent, error-free tolerance does not seem to be the cause of this reduction in mutation frequency in a strain carrying the catalytic dead rev1 allele, this result instead suggests another mechanism caused the loss of mutagenesis. The corresponding survival data for these mutagenesis results are also shown as an example of acute 4-NQO exposure for these strains ( Figure 10B ) and can be compared to the chronic 4-NQO exposure results presented earlier ( Figure 5B) .
The involvement of Pol h and Pol z in 4-NQO resistance: Because Pol h (Rad30) and Pol z (Rev3/7), the other TLS polymerases in S. cerevisiae, are plausible candidates for acting with Rev1 to bypass bulky N 2 -dG adducts, we examined the cellular survival after 4-NQO damage in cells lacking RAD30, REV3, or REV7 in a Figure 8 .-Additional mutants in the catalytic domain of Rev1 modestly decrease the 4-NQO-induced mutation frequency. (A) The Arg324 mutants display slightly altered mutations frequencies after 4-NQO exposure. Strains are YMEW7 (rev1D pRS416), YMEW8 (rev1D pRS416-REV1), YMEW9 (rev1D pRS416-rev1-catalytic dead), YMEW13 (rev1D pRS416-rev1-R324T), and YMEW14 (rev1D pRS416-rev1-R324K ).
(B) The 4-NQO-induced mutation frequencies of the Phe367 and Phe441 mutants are somewhat lower than the REV1 strain. Strains are YMEW7 (rev1D pRS416), YMEW8 (rev1D pRS416-REV1), YMEW9 (rev1D pRS416-rev1-catalytic dead ), YMEW15 (rev1D pRS416-rev1-F367L), and YMEW16 (rev1D pRS416-rev1-F441L). The error bars represent one standard deviation of three or more independent cultures. Figure 9 .-The functions of Rev1's noncatalytic domains play a significant role in mutagenesis after chronic 4-NQO exposure. Strains are YMEW7 (rev1D pRS416), YMEW8 (rev1D pRS416-REV1), YMEW9 (rev1D pRS416-rev1-catalytic dead), YMEW10 (rev1D pRS416-rev1-BRCT), YMEW11 (rev1D pRS416-rev1-UBM2), and YMEW12 (rev1D pRS416-rev1-C-terminus). The error bars represent one standard deviation of three or more independent cultures. mms2D background. The additional deletion of RAD30 did not affect survival for the REV1, catalytic dead, or rev1D strains in response to 4-NQO damage (Figure 11 , bars 4-6 vs. 1-3). The deletion of REV3 or REV7, however, eliminated the protection conferred by wild-type Rev1 or the catalytic dead Rev1 (Figure 11, bars 8, 9, 11, and 12 vs. 2 and 3) . These data imply that Pol h has little to no role in the bypass of lesions produced by 4-NQO, whereas, Pol z is indispensable for Rev1's contribution to 4-NQO resistance when the error-free pathway cannot compensate for defects in the TLS pathway. Similarly, Pol z requires the presence of Rev1 to aid in DNA damage tolerance after 4-NQO exposure, since bars 1, 7, and 10 are similar but differ from bar 2 when Rev1 is available (Figure 11 ).
DISCUSSION
Here we show that Rev1's catalytic activity does influence the ability of wild-type cells to survive exposure to the carcinogen 4-NQO but has no effect on the ability of cells to survive exposure to UV radiation or cisplatin. Similarly, our results demonstrate that Rev1's catalytic activity contributes to 4-NQO-induced mutagenesis but not UV-induced mutagenesis. Furthermore, loss of Rev1's catalytic activity causes relatively greater sensitization to killing by 4-NQO in an mms2D strain, suggesting that the Mms2-dependent error-free DNA damage tolerance can partially compensate for the contribution of Rev1's catalytic activity to a cell's ability to survive 4-NQO exposure. Since 4-NQO causes a significant fraction of N 2 -dG adducts, these data are consistent with Rev1 helping cells to survive 4-NQOinduced DNA damage by inserting dC opposite these N 2 -dG lesions. These results suggest that the reason for the current uncertainty in the literature concerning the in vivo importance of Rev1's catalytic activity has arisen as a consequence of several factors. First, Rev1's catalytic activity is limited in the sense that it is important for DNA damaging agents that introduce a substantial fraction of N 2 -dG adducts but is not important for agents that do not. The extensive conservation of Rev1's catalytic activity throughout eukaryotes though, suggests that the catalytic activity is needed to bypass DNA damage acquired from ubiquitous endogenous or exogenous agents that produce N 2 -dG lesions such as N 2 -dG adducts that commonly result in vivo from the reaction of lipid peroxidation products with DNA (Chung et al. 1996) or methylglyoxal. Second, the significance of Rev1's noncatalytic functions has over- Figure 10. -The 4-NQOinduced mutagenesis for the catalytic dead rev1 mutant is also lower in Mms2-deficient cells. (A) The 4-NQOinduced mutation frequency of the catalytic dead rev1 strain deviates from the REV1 strain at higher doses of 4-NQO for acute exposure. Strains are YMEW17 (rev1Dmms2D pRS416), YMEW18 (rev1Dmms2D pRS416-REV1), and YMEW19 (rev1Dmms2D pRS416-rev1-catalytic dead). (B) The catalytic dead rev1 mutant is sensitive to acute killing by 4-NQO in the absence of Mms2. The error bars represent one standard deviation of three or more independent cultures. Figure 11 .-Rev1 requires Pol z to contribute to 4-NQO resistance. Percentage of survival is shown for 4-NQO exposure at 1 ng/ml. Strains harboring the pRS416, pRS416-rev1-catalytic dead, and pRS416-REV1 are indicated. Strains are YMEW17 (rev1Dmms2D pRS416), YMEW18 (rev1Dmms2D pRS416-REV1), YMEW19 (rev1Dmms2D pRS416-rev1-catalytic dead ), YMEW23 (rev1Dmms2Drad30D pRS416), YMEW24 (rev1Dmms2Drad30D pRS416-REV1), YMEW25 (rev1Dmms2D rad30D pRS416-rev1-catalytic dead), YMEW26 (rev1Dmms2Drev3D pRS416), YMEW27 (rev1Dmms2Drev3D pRS416-REV1), YMEW28 (rev1Dmms2Drev3D pRS416-rev1-catalytic dead), YMEW29 (rev1D mms2Drev7D pRS416), YMEW30 (rev1Dmms2Drev7D pRS416-REV1), and YMEW31 (rev1Dmms2Drev7D pRS416-rev1-catalytic dead). The error bars represent one standard deviation of three or more independent cultures. shadowed the contribution of its catalytic activity. Lastly, the redundancy between Rev1-dependent TLS and Mms2-dependent error-free tolerance for cellular survival after DNA damage has masked phenotypes for the catalytic dead rev1 mutant.
Rev1 has been historically recognized for its fundamental role in contributing to mutagenesis. However, the discovery that Rev1 can insert dC opposite N 2 -dG adducts in vitro suggested that it could catalytically insert in an error-free manner in the presence of such lesions in vivo (Zhang et al. 2002; Washington et al. 2004; Choi and Guengerich 2008; Nair et al. 2008) . It was therefore interesting that the catalytic dead rev1 strain displayed a reduced mutation frequency with 4-NQO (Figures 7 and 10 ) similar to rev1 and rev3 mutants (Prakash 1975) . Consistent with the reversionless property of the rev1D strain though, the 4-NQOinduced mutation frequencies are also lower for all rev1 mutants tested (Figures 7-10) .
We considered several hypotheses to explain the loss of the mutagenic activity generated by the catalytic function of Rev1 in Figures 7A and 10A that may account for the lower 4-NQO-induced mutation frequency observed for cells containing the catalytic dead rev1 allele. One hypothesis is that insertion opposite N 2 -dG adducts is indeed quite accurate in vivo as it is in vitro, but that Rev1 causes mutations when inserting dC opposite other lesions such as the 4-NQO-induced N 6 -adducted adenine (Friedberg et al. 2005; Zhou et al. 2010) . In this case, a catalytic dead rev1 strain may have reduced mutagenesis due to loss of Rev1 insertion across from these lesions. A second hypothesis is that Rev1 insertion opposite N 2 -dG adducts is again quite accurate in vivo but the mutations arise as a consequence of a more error-prone extension step catalyzed by DNA Pol z. Thus, reduced insertion by Rev1 could decrease mutagenesis by decreasing a mutagenic extension step by Pol z. This hypothesis may be less likely given that Pol z's error rate for synthesis across from undamaged DNA is only 10-fold greater than that of yeast Pol a or Pols d and e in the forms lacking proofreading (Zhong et al. 2006) . The third hypothesis for why loss of Rev1 catalytic activity reduces 4-NQO mutagenesis is that Rev1 may insert a nucleotide other than dCTP across from N 2 -dG lesions at some low frequency. Again, this hypothesis seems less likely given the very low frequency with which Rev1 inserts any dNTP other than dCTP and its specific mechanism for doing so (Nelson et al. 1996; Nair et al. 2005 Nair et al. , 2008 . Finally, a fourth hypothesis is that when the DNA polymerase activity of Rev1 is disturbed, some other more error-free process may compensate, thus leading to overall less mutagenesis. The decreased mutation frequency of the catalytic dead rev1 strain in the rev1D background ( Figure 7A ) could have been due in part to the cell using the Mms2-dependent error-free tolerance pathway more than when Rev1 is available as a DNA polymerase. However, a strain carrying the catalytic dead rev1 allele does not exhibit an increased, 4-NQOinduced mutation frequency in a rev1Dmms2D background ( Figure 10A) . Thus, the action of the Mms2-dependent error-free tolerance branch does not fully account for the decrease in 4-NQO-induced mutagenesis, although, alternative polymerases such as Pols a and d may step in to bypass N 2 -dG or N 6 -dA lesions in an errorfree manner as shown in vitro for the mammalian polymerases (Terashima et al. 1998) . Overall, the first hypothesis appears to be the most probable to explain why Rev1's catalytic activity contributes to 4-NQOinduced mutagenesis. This is further supported by recent work showing that Rev1 mutagenically bypasses another dA lesion (1, N 6 -ethenoadenine) in vivo (Zhou et al. 2010) .
As with the catalytic dead rev1 mutant strain, but not to the same degree, the Arg324Lys, Phe367, and Phe441 mutants of Rev1 exhibit a decrease in 4-NQOinduced mutagenesis (Figure 8, A and B) . These observations suggest that these mutant forms of Rev1 probably act as mildly defective polymerases rather than losing all their ability for catalysis. The decrease in mutagenesis, as in the catalytic dead rev1 mutant strain, may reflect less Rev1 bypass of non-N 2 -dG lesions. For mutants of Arg324, the residue difference may alter Rev1's selectivity for dCTP as reported in vitro for amino acid substitutions at the analogous residue R357 in hRev1 (Piao et al. 2010) . Even though we did not observe a significant increase in 4-NQO-induced mutation frequency for either Arg324 mutant, other factors, pathways, or DNA polymerases could come into play in vivo. The mild phenotypes for 4-NQO survival and mutagenesis that we observed for the Arg324 mutants are supported by a recent study that suggests that the hydrogen bonding between the incoming dCTP and the analogous residue in hRev1, R357, is not required for DNA synthesis in vitro (Brown et al. 2010) . Considering that Rev1's mechanism of insertion is very unique among DNA polymerases (Nair et al. 2005) , the 4-NQO survival and mutagenesis phenotypes of the Phe367 and Phe441 mutants are understandably different from the phenotypes observed for when the corresponding residues of E. coli DinB are mutated ( Jarosz et al. 2006) .
The 4-NQO-induced mutation frequencies for all of the noncatalytic (the BRCT, UBM2, and C terminus) rev1 mutants tested are almost at levels equivalent to cells that completely lack Rev1 (Figure 9 ). In Figure 3D though, the noncatalytic mutant strains survive significantly better than the rev1D strain bearing the empty vector. Interestingly, a defect in any one of the noncatalytic domains alone leads to a drastic drop in the 4-NQO-induced mutation frequency. This result indicates that the remaining functional domains of Rev1 in these mutants are able to promote survival after 4-NQO exposure without greatly increasing mutagenesis. This is not due to the catalytic activity of Rev1, since the data reported here showed that Rev1 catalytic activity actually contributes to 4-NQO-induced mutagenesis. Alternatively, the cell may discourage TLS and favor error-free tolerance in the presence of a partially functional Rev1 to improve survival without increasing mutagenesis. Taken together with our conclusions from Figure 5 , these observations further support that Rev1 (even in the catalytic dead form) enhances the ability of the error-free tolerance pathway to tolerate DNA lesions produced by 4-NQO.
A noteworthy aspect of our data are the observations indicating that the likelihood of the cell tolerating the 4-NQO lesion through the error-free tolerance branch is greater in the presence of the catalytic dead Rev1 than in the complete absence of Rev1, as can be seen by a comparison of the killing curves in Figures 1D and 5B. In Figure 1D , the killing curve of the catalytic dead rev1 strain is much closer to that of the REV1 strain than the rev1D strain. On the other hand, the killing curve of the catalytic dead rev1 strain is closer to the rev1D strain rather than the REV1 in Figure 5B when Mms2 is not present. Therefore, the ability of a strain carrying the catalytically dead Rev1 to survive chronic 4-NQO exposure is largely dependent on a functional Mms2 pathway. The possibility of crosstalk between Rev1-dependent TLS and Mms2-mediated error-free tolerance is supported by the synergistic increase in sensitivity to killing by 4-NQO between Rev1 and Mms2 mutants. The two pathways are therefore somewhat redundant modes of tolerating DNA damage. These results suggest that the noncatalytic functions of Rev1 possibly assist in Mms2-mediated error-free tolerance for some fraction of the 4-NQO lesion bypass events. In principle, this could happen either through direct protein interactions or indirectly by stabilizing the replication fork. Since little is known about the mechanistic details of errorfree tolerance, it is conceivable that Rev1 is capable of recruiting proteins involved in error-free tolerance in addition to the influence that polyubiquitinated PCNA has in signaling that pathway. This could be similar to the suspected structural role of Rad5 in Pol z-dependent TLS (Pages et al. 2008) . In contrast, the catalytic dead Rev1 does not seem to have a role in facilitating NER, because the catalytic dead rev1 strain is not much more sensitive in the rev1Drad14D background relative to the rev1D background ( Figure 5A vs. Figure 1D ). These results are intriguing and require future work.
Finally, it is interesting to note that S. cerevisiae differs from most eukaryotes in not having DNA Pol k (Ohmori et al. 2001) , a DinB Y family TLS polymerase that is also capable of bypassing N 2 -dG adducts (Avkin et al. 2004; Jarosz et al. 2006; Yuan et al. 2008) . Thus, in most eukaryotes, the polymerase activity of DNA Pol k might additionally serve to mask the biological importance of Rev1's catalytic activity.
